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Despite inflationary developments since the RBA’s last meeting in March, however, we
don’t expect them to alter their cautious stance until there are signs of sustainable
inflation pressures building from the labour market. Meanwhile, Russia-Ukraine headlines
will naturally still be a prominent driver of FX markets, with developments around the
possibility of gas exports having to be paid in rubles being watched carefully by EUR
investors given the eurozone’s heavy reliance on Russian gas. Should gas supplies to
Europe show that Russia is only accepting ruble payments while the EU does not accept
this, this would substantially raise fears of stagflation in the region. Finally, investors will
take cues from the March meeting minutes from both the Fed and ECB.

Looking ahead to next week, the Reserve Bank of Australia is the 
only major central bank to announce a fresh policy decision. 

Calendar (all times BST)

Monday – 04/04

00:50 Japan monetary Base YoY for March (prev 7.6%)

02:00
Australia Melbourne Institute inflation MoM (prev 0.5%) and YoY (prev 3.5%) for 
March

08:00 Turkey CPI MoM (est 6.05%, prev 4.81%) and YoY (est 62.00%, prev 54.44%) for 
March 

FX markets were at the mercy of Russian-Ukrainian peace talks and rising US rates this
week. Front-end Treasury yields continued to surge, causing a brief inversion in the US
yield curve and sparking conversations around a possible recession, although we don’t
expect the current dynamics to be reflective of an incoming recession. At the same time,
European inflation added to central banks’ headaches, with German CPI printing at 7.3%
YoY while Polish prices grew by 10.9% YoY. Both readings further bolstered market bets
of rate hikes at their respective central banks, while Canadian GDP suggests that the Bank
of Canada will embark on a larger rate in April. On Friday, payrolls data from the US
showed a net employment increase of 431k, with the strong employment report inverting
the US Treasury curve as markets continue to expect a strong immediate policy response
from the Fed.

https://www.monexeurope.com/news-analysis/in-depth-analysis/german-cpi-adds-to-the-ecbs-headaches/
https://www.monexeurope.com/news-analysis/in-depth-analysis/polish-inflation-nears-11-supporting-argument-for-50bp-hike-in-april/
https://www.monexeurope.com/news-analysis/in-depth-analysis/canadian-gdp-growth-continues-to-track-above-boc-projections-for-q1/
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08:00 Turkey PPI MoM (prev 7.22%) and YoY (prev 105.01%) for March 

09:30 Eurozone Sentix consumer confidence for March (prev 43.3)

13:30 Canada Bloomberg Nanos Confidence (prev 56.3)

15:00 US factory orders (est -0.6%, prev 1.4%) and durable goods (est -2.2%, prev -2.2%) 
for February 

15:00 Bank of England’s Cunliffe speaks at the European Economics and Financial 
Centre

15:30 Bank of Canada Business Outlook Future Sales for Q1 (prev 3.00) and Canadian 
Survey of Consumer Expectations

While business and consumer conditions in Q1 will be closely monitored in the Bank of
Canada’s Q1 outlook surveys, fresh inflation expectation data is set to be the most crucial
development. Any signs of de-anchoring medium-term inflation expectations will all but
cement the probability of the BoC hiking by 50bp at its April 13th meeting.

Tuesday – 05/04

05:30 Reserve Bank of Australia cash rate target

The Reserve Bank of Australia is expected to keep policy on hold on Tuesday despite the
tight labour market and inflationary developments since the last meeting. More on this
below.

07:00 Riksbank’s Floden speaks on monetary policy

07:45 France industrial production MoM (est 0.0%, prev 1.6%) and YoY (prev -1.5%) for 
February 

08:15 South Africa S&P Global PMI for March (prev 50.9)

08:45 Italy S&P Global PMIs for March
Services PMI (est 51.4, prev 52.8)
Composite PMI (prev 53.6)

14:00 Brazil S&P Global PMIs for March
Services PMI (prev 54.7)
Composite PMI (prev 53.5)

15:05 Federal Reserve’s Brainard speaks at forum on inflation

Wednesday – 06/04

02:45 China Caixin PMIs for March
Services PMI (est 49.8, prev 50.2)
Composite PMI (prev 50.1)

07:00 Germany factory orders MoM (est -0.4%, prev 1.8%) and YoY (est 5.5%, prev 7.3%) 
for February 
Sweden industrial orders MoM (prev 9.9%) and YoY (3.6%) for February
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08:00 Riksbank’s Floden speaks on the economic outlook

08:30 Germany S&P Global construction PMI for March (prev 54.9)

09:30 UK S&P Global construction PMI for March (prev 59.1) 

10:00 Eurozone PPI MoM (prev 5.2%) and YoY (prev 30.6%) for February

11:45 European Central Bank’s Lane speaks on panel in Delphi

12:00 Brazil FGV Inflation MoM (prev 1.50%) and YoY (15.35%) for March

14:30 Federal Reserve’s Harker discusses the economic outlook

17:00 Russia CPI WoW for the week ending April 1 (prev 1.16%)

19:00 FOMC March meeting minutes

Also on Wednesday will be the National Bank of Poland who is set to increase interest
rates further by at least another 50bps after headline inflation printed at nearly 11% this
week. As always, the timing of the release will be announced on the day itself.

Thursday 07/04

02:30 Australia trade balance for February (est A$11700m, prev A$12891m)

07:00 Germany industrial production MoM (est 0.1%, prev 2.7%) and YoY (est 4.0%, prev
1.8%) for February 
Norway industrial production MoM (prev 0.9%) and YoY (0.2%) for February

10:00 Eurozone retail sales MoM (est 0.6%, prev 0.2%) and YoY (est 4.9%, prev 7.8%) for 
February

12:00 Mexico CPI MoM (0.83%) and YoY (prev 7.28%) for March

12:30 European Central Bank’s Lane speaks on panel in Delphi

13:15 Bank of England’s Pill speaks on the sovereign bond market

13:30 US initial jobless claims for the week ending April 2 (prev 202k)

14:00 Federal Reserve’s Bullard discusses the economy and monetary policy

Friday 08/04

02:30 Reserve Bank of Australia financial stability review

08:00 Norway GDP MoM (prev -1.6%)

09:00 Italy retail sales MoM (prev -0.5%) and YoY (prev 8.4%) for February

13:30 Canada labour market report
Unemployment rate (prev 5.5%)
Participation rate (prev 65.4%)

17:00 Russia CPI MoM (est 7.8%, prev 1.20%) and YoY (est 16.90%, prev 9.18%) for March
Russia GDP YoY for Q4 (est 4.8%, prev 4.3%)
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Business Outlook Survey / Canadian Survey of Consumer 
Expectations

Monday’s economic calendar includes the Bank of Canada’s Business Outlook Survey
and Canadian Survey of Consumer Expectations at 15:30 BST. These surveys are
essentially two sides of the same coin, with the former keeping a pulse on Bay Street and
the latter doing the same for Main Street. The Governing Council uses the results of both
surveys as a supplement to the “hard” data that measures realised economic activity, in
order for the Bank to navigate the high degree of associated uncertainty. Then-governor
Stephen Poloz discussed this approach in 2020, a few months after the Covid-19 crisis
began, and in current times of uncertainty, this approach still holds value for markets.

Within the surveys, we will focus intently on the questions gauging inflation expectations,
wages and labour market dynamics, and supply chain disruptions, since these are the
most salient factors in gauging future inflation dynamics. A surge in reported inflation
expectations or concerns over the supply of labour will be the most distressing outcome
for the BoC as this poses the most direct threat of a wage-price spiral. While supply chain
disruptions will be important to monitor, the supply-side impact of the war on inflation is a
less pressing dynamic for the BoC to tackle. A larger deviation in medium-term inflation
expectations from the Bank of Canada’s 2% target increases the already high level of
urgency for the Governing Council to wrestle price pressures back under control.

This would require further policy tightening than the BoC currently plans to 
deliver, which could play out in a few different ways: through higher odds of 
bigger-than-usual interest rate hikes, a steeper path for rates in general, or a 

higher terminal rate. 

The most recent updates to the two surveys were published in mid-January and covered
the fourth quarter of 2021. Those releases showed that consumers and firms expect
inflation to exceed the 3% upper band of the Bank of Canada’s target range in both the
near and medium-term. The median consumer said they expect annual inflation of 4.9%
one year ahead and 4.1% two years ahead, while two-thirds of surveyed firms reported
that they expect annual inflation above 3% over the next two years. Firms also said that
labour shortages were intensifying and that the cost of hiring workers was rising. If the Q1
data continues to show a deteriorating inflation outlook by both businesses and
consumers, the need for the BoC to bring inflation expectations back to the 2% anchor will
only increase. To do so, we expect them to front-load their hiking cycle, starting with a
50bp hike in April.

Inflation expectations for 
consumers and firms both 
spiked in 2021
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RBA preview: RBA to remain on the sidelines as wage growth 
remains soft

The Reserve Bank of Australia is set to announce its latest policy decision on April 5th at
05:30 BST. Despite stronger than expected labour market data and a growth stimulative
budget since the March meeting, we expect the Board to remain cautious and hold the
Cash Rate at 0.1% while delaying balance sheet run-off until later in Q2.

Back in March, the RBA highlighted the uncertainty brought about by the war in Ukraine
and the upward pressure it will place on already elevated inflation levels. In a subsequent
speech, Governor Lowe highlighted that the impact of the war on global commodity
markets and still dislocated supply chains could shift the “low-inflation psychology that
has characterised many advanced economies over the past two decades”.

For this, the RBA will need to see signs that a historically tight labour market is generating
wage growth in the region of 3-4%, such that real wage growth should be positive once
inflation reverts to target.

February’s labour force survey saw the unemployment rate fall to 4%, the lowest rate
since the survey began in 1978 and last achieved in August 2008. This occurred despite
the participation rate ticking up 20bp to a record high of 66.4%. Together, both measures
signal a historically tight labour market. So much so that it is sucking workers into the
employment market. Meanwhile, labour demand continues to hit record highs, evidenced
by February’s job vacancies rising further. Despite this, wage growth data, such as newly
agreed private enterprise agreements and existing private enterprise agreements,
continues to track below 3%. This will be stressed in the RBA’s April meeting minutes as
the rationale behind the central bank’s tentative actions. Until wage growth starts to tick
up such that domestic inflationary pressures persist, the RBA is likely to remain on the
sidelines in the fight against inflation. We don’t expect the RBA to be called into action
until after June’s annual minimum wage decision by the Fair Work Commission, which we
think will be the catalyst to spark wider-spread wage pressures in the Australian labour
market. The currency impact of Tuesday’s meeting should therefore be limited.
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While developments since the March meeting have undoubtedly been 
inflationary for the Australian economy, we don’t expect the central 

bank to react to the supply-driven inflation shock until it risks shifting 
the inflation psychology domestically. 


